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QUESTION 1

How do you open the Actions menu for a particular case shown in a dashboard? 

A. Click the Actions bar from a bubble chart 

B. Hover over the case number column of the values table widget and click the arrow that appears 

C. Double-click the case number in the Actions widget 

D. Simply @mention the case manager for thatsegment 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An Einstein Analytics consultant is notified of a performance issue with data sync (replication). The consultant
researches the issueand determines that unnecessary data is being synced. 

Which solution should the consultant implement to help improve data sync (replication) performance? 

A. Modify dataflows to exclude unused fields and include a filter to extract relevant data. 

B. Scaledown the number of datasets to help improve data sync (replication) performance. 

C. Start over again with new dataflows that exclude unused fields with a filter to extract relevant data. 

D. Update the existing data sync (replication) process by removing unused fields with a filter to extract relevant data. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Exhibit: 
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A company wants to create a timeline chart to visualize the evolutionof their Closed Won Opportunities. What are the
required parameters to build a lens that displays output similar to the image shown? 

A. 2 measures, 0-2 groupings if trellis is disabled, or 0-4 groupings if trellis is enabled 

B. 1 measure, 1-2 groupings iftrellis is disabled, or 1-4 groupings if trellis is enabled 

C. 1 measure, 1 grouping by a date field, and either 0-1 groupings by a dimension if trellis is disabled, or 0-2 groupings
if trellis is enabled 

D. 1 measure, 0 groupings if trellis is disabled,or 0-2 groupings if trellis is enabled 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

To use the Sales Analytics app, which permission set license do you need? 

A. Sales Wave 

B. Sales Analytics Apps 

C. Analytics Templated Apps 

D. Security User 

Correct Answer: B 

Each prebuilt Analytics app has its own PSL. When you set up permissions for those apps, select the right PSL. For
Service Analytics, select "Service Analytics Apps." For Event Monitoring, select "Event Monitoring Analytics Apps," and
so on. 

 

QUESTION 5

The Universal Containers company thinks it knows everything about its business. However, Einstein Discovery surfaces
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an unexpectedpattern that is concerning. They call in departmental experts and hold a meeting to discuss next steps
with an Einstein Consultant. 

What should the consultant advise as the next action\\' 

A. Consult a Data Scientist for further analysis. 

B. Determine if thepattern is a data issue or a new insight. 

C. Filter out the data that causes the unexpected pattern and analyze the new results. 

D. Accept the new pattern and have confidence that Einstein knows the business as accurately as the customer. 

Correct Answer: D 
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